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I.

Amuse-Bouche & Aperitif: “Celebrity” Chefs In the Modern Era
Why is this topic important and timely?

Well, to a dining and/or food-related media devotee (the oft-maligned “foodie”),
certain chefs and cooking personalities of the modern era enjoy a status on par with other
one-named icons of pop culture. Music has its Jay-Z and Beyoncé, and its Madonna and
its Gaga and its Willie and so forth and so on. The food world, however, has Ferrán; Jose;
Chang; Keller; Nobu; Wolfgang; Emeril; Grant; Jiro and René; Mashama, Anne-Sophie
and Dominique; and, undeniably, Rachael and Alton. To a foodie, almost regardless of
his or her favorite cuisine or region of choice, the opportunity to actually experience the
cuisine of a chef-idol (or a beloved barbecue pit master, for that matter) is that of a
lifetime, especially if said chef/pit master is actually present in the restaurant.
Those fortunate few lucky enough to have dined at El Bullí prior to its closing in
2011, for example, will talk about it for decades to come the way certain Boomers still
talk about having seen Hendrix at Woodstock.
Just trust me.
Welcome to the age of the “celebrity” chef, one in which even modestly gifted
professional cooks (who, in simpler times, would have been happy languishing in relative
obscurity in exchange for a working dishwasher and a full dining room) now have
seemingly daily opportunities to become household names, frequently without having
owned a restaurant or run a kitchen. It’s an age in which chefs of all stripes oversee
restaurant empires that span multiple cities and, often, multiple continents. One in which
home cooks have multiple TV properties. And cookbook and memoir deals. And multicity tours. And branded lines of prepared foods. And portfolios of trademarks. And
multiple websites. Indeed, the not-so-bygone era when grainy, low-production-value,
stand-and-stir television programming was relegated to the PBS ghetto and cookbooks
were illustrated in pen seems downright quaint by comparison.
How did we get here? Chefs have historically enjoyed a certain local, regional,
national and even international notoriety, whether via word-of-mouth or via glossy
magazine and television exposure, or via cookbook sales. However, the explosion of
interest in chefs as personalities that I mentioned earlier is largely traceable to the launch
of The Food Network in the early 1990’s, and the explosion of competitive television
programming (and the development of related multi-media outlets) that followed.
Cooking Channel. Bravo. Travel Channel. Food festivals across the country, including
two nationally-renowned versions right here in Atlanta. Chef-focused cruises. Websites.
Blogs. Ticketing and reservation software systems. Fan clubs.
Put more simply, chefs in the 21st century are not unlike rock bands after the
launch of MTV.

Why should we, as members of the bar, care? Because, whether a chef is on TV,
or has multiple restaurants and endorsement deals, or is a cook is just fighting the good
fight every day, waiting for a great review, or just a dining room full of appreciative
customers, they’re all businesspeople. And artists. And licensors. And licensees. And
landlords. And tenants. And investors. And employers. And employees.
And, yes, celebrities.
And, all of them, ALL of them, need lawyers.
So, on that basis, the discussion that follows is a brief checklist of some copyright
and name & likeness-related issues to consider in the representation of established chefrestaurateurs. The list is by no means exhaustive. Trademark and patent-specific issues
are left for separate treatment.
II.




General Considerations
In an increasingly chef-driven restaurant culture, intellectual properties (in
addition to a restaurant’s name, logo and trade dress) must be taken into account,
from both the owner-operator’s/investor’s and the chef’s point of view.
o Trademarks, service marks and trade dress
o Recipes
o Menu contents and graphic design/layout
o Chef’s name & likeness
o Inventions & improvements
o Affected by trademark law (federal), copyright law (federal), trade secrets
law (federal and state), right of publicity, patent law (federal).
Dealt with by contract, via various means.

III.













Recipes

Not protected under the Copyright Act, per se.
§102(a)’s list of original works of authorship does not include recipes.
§102(b): “In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship
extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept,
principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained,
illustrated, or embodied in such work.”
See Copyright Office Circular FL-122: “Copyright law does not protect recipes
that are mere listings of ingredients…. Copyright protection may, however,
extend to substantial literary expression—a description, explanation, or
illustration, for example—that accompanies a recipe or formula or to a
combination of recipes, as in a cookbook.”
“Tangible fixation” of independently copyrightable expression may be protectable
under copyright.
Particularly literary descriptions of recipes, ingredients, techniques and processes
(e.g., in cookbooks, online, white/chalkboards, etc.).
Protect by contract (individual contract with chef; employee handbook;
confidentiality provisions + work-for-hire with alternative exclusive & perpetual
license applicable to the “results & proceeds” of the engagement/employment
relationship)
Protect as actual trade secrets (determined by the Georgia Trade Secrets Act of
1990, GA. CODE ANN. § 10-1-760 (2015) and, under federal law, the Defend
Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S. Code § 1839).




IV.

Generally defined as “all forms and types of financial, business, scientific,
technical, economic, or engineering information, including… methods,
techniques, processes, procedures, programs, or codes, whether tangible or
intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized physically,
electronically, graphically, photographically, or in writing if (A) the owner… has
taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret; and (B) the
information derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not
being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable through proper
means by, another person who can obtain economic value from the disclosure or
use of the information.”
Issues of attribution/plagiarism are business and ethical considerations; not legal
ones, per se
Additional copyright considerations: Menus

Menus are themselves copyrightable (selection and order; design/layout). But, in a
digital world, infringement is all too easy.

This picture is the Alinea menu from October 28, 2010. On the left side of the menu, in
all caps, is the focus ingredient. On the right side, are the other, complimentary taste
elements, described minimally so as to maintain an element of surprise for the diner. So,
for example the second dish down is “LEMON,” and its complimentary ingredients are

Luxardo bitters and Luxardo amaro (which are both Italian herbal digestifs) and
grapefruit. Beyond that, the diner has no idea what she’s getting until the dish arrives.
Keep in mind, this is one dish out of 25 that were served that night.
But, you’ll also notice a series of descending bubbles of various sizes and shades of grey.
Those are not merely decorations. No, in fact, they are a carefully crafted, integral part of
the guest’s experience, so much so that Chef Grant Achatz and Nick Kokonas, Alinea’s
owners, devoted an entire page in the Alinea cookbook explaining the philosophy behind
it (page 45, to be precise). In essence, there’s an invisible vertical axis down through the
line of bubbles. A bubble to the left of that axis indicates a more savory flavor profile; to
the right is a sweeter one. The relative size of the sphere indicates the relative size of the
serving itself, and the relative darkness of the circle indicates the intensity or the subtlety
of the flavor.

This picture is NOT Alinea. It’s a restaurant in Austin, Texas called Beluga. It stole our
design. Access? Oui, Chef. Substantial similarity? Oui, Chef. It ended up getting picked
up by the foodie media [I have no idea how THAT might have happened] and the jig was
up.

V.

•

•



Additional copyright considerations: cookbooks

Prior to the advent of Food Network-styled programming, cookbooks undeniably
were the primary mechanism for the marketing of a chef’s career, separate and
apart from his or her restaurant (and, in many instances, in direct relation to the
restaurant). Today, there is still a vibrant and meaningful market for cookbooks of
all stripes, from the truly utilitarian to coffee table-style tomes that themselves
almost could be considered works of art. Additionally, many prominent chefs and
restaurants are making aggressive moves online, releasing additional web-based
content to market cookbooks, publishing electronic companions to traditional
cookbooks, and even releasing e-books alone.
Key issues
– Ownership & control
– Restaurant-focused?
– Chef-driven?
– Revenue sharing
– Ownership and control of content vis-à-vis contributors (photography; coauthors and essayists)
How do you parse the issues? Essentially, the same way you address all other
aspects of a chef’s industrial output: by contract (individual contract with chef;
employee handbook -- work-for-hire with alternative exclusive & perpetual
license applicable to the “results & proceeds” of the engagement/employment
relationship)

VI.

•
•
•
•

Name and Likeness Rights

In chef-driven concepts, crucial for marketing purposes.
We’re talking about this separate and apart from the trademark-related issues that
arise, per se, but more generally.
Obtained by contract, generally as a license.
Reserved rights of chef outside of the formal restaurant setting are often heavily
negotiated (cookbooks, personal appearances, TV shows, product endorsements,
etc.).

VII.

•
•
•
•
•

Additional Considerations: Collateral Material & Associated Products

Often, in the course of a restaurant’s existence, new products are created to
enhance the customer experience, or to create new revenue streams, or to boost
profit margin.
Again, the key issues are ownership and control.
Determined by contract and applicable law.
Typical examples are consumer goods, such as sauces and other prepared foods
(see, e.g., Emeril Lagasse, Wolfgang Puck, Rachael Ray, et al.; see also Frontera,
Rao’s, Margaritaville, et al.).
New-era examples: Tock’s “ticketing” reservation system; Crucial Detail’s
service- and tablewear designs for The Alinea Group

VIII. And Finally, a Bit More About the Use of Music In Restaurants
•
•
•

•
•

Under §106(4) of the Copyright Act, public performance of musical compositions
is an exclusive right of the copyright owner.
In the case of restaurants, the restaurant is deemed to be the performer, not the act
itself (or the service provider, in the case of piped-in music).
Music can be directly licensed from the copyright owner, but that will be an
administrative nightmare, even if you’re dealing with a single act for one night
(you’d have to obtain a license from the act, assuming the act writes all of its own
material; if not, you’d have to obtain a set list ahead of time and obtain a
performance license from the writer or writers of each song performed).
Options: blanket license from the performing rights organizations (ASCAP, BMI,
SESAC, GMR), or all-in digital service (e.g., Spotify, Apple Music, Pandora,
SiriusXM, MoodMedia, Muzak, et al.).
Be wary of the fact that digital delivery licenses do not cover live performances.

